
Product name Clobenpropit Fluorescent ligand (Red)

Description Fluorescent H3 antagonist

Biological description Fluorescent H3 antagonist (pKD values are 6.55, 5.71 and 7.09 at H1, H2 and H3 respectively).

Slight agonist activity in vitro at H2 receptors.

Excitation wavelength: 633 nm

Emission wavelength: 650 nm

Purity > 97%

Selectivity H1: 6.55 | H2: 5.71 | H3: 7.09

Excitation 633nm

Emission 650nm

Molecular weight 850.00

Molecular formula C44H48BF2N8O3S2

Validation notes For H3, H2 and H1 expressing cell lines, the cyclic AMP-induced expression of SPAP was

measured under basal and forskolin-stimulated (maximal) conditions. Addition of ab118649 to the
basal or forskolin-stimulated cells did not significantly alter basal and stimulated SPAP levels,
demonstrating that ab118649 has no intrinsic agonist activity.
To determine the apparent KD for ab118649 at histamine H3, H2 and H1receptors, cells were

treated with varying concentrations of histamine agonist alone, or in the presence of 1 µM
ab118649, and the cyclic AMP-induced expression of SPAP measured.
The apparent KD at H3, H2 and H1 was calculated from the rightward shift of the agonist response

curve in the presence of ab118649, compared to the response curve for the agonist alone.

Storage instructions Store at -20°C. Avoid exposure to light.

Handling For imaging at H3, H2 and H1 receptors use solutions up to 100 nM in DMSO.
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The Abpromise guarantee

Receptor Localization - Clobenpropit Fluorescent

ligand (Red) (ab118649)

Left: the ab118649 ligand (100 nm) binding to live CHO cells

expressing histamine H3 receptors. Right: Binding blocked by the

unlabelled competitor rantidine (10 mM). Nuclei have been counter-

stained with Hoechst.

Small Molecule Fluorescent Optical Detection -

Clobenpropit Fluorescent ligand (Red) (ab118649)

To determine the apparent KD for ab118649, cells were treated

with varying concentrations of histamine alone, or in the presence of

1 µM ab118649, and the cyclic-AMP induced expression of SPAP

measured. The apparent KD was calculated from the rightward shift

of the agonist response curve in the presence of ab118649,

compared to the response curve for the agonist alone. Antagonist –

log KD values for H1= 6.55, H2 =5.71, H3 = 7.09

Our Abpromise guarantee covers the use of ab118649 in the following tested applications.

The application notes include recommended starting dilutions; optimal dilutions/concentrations should be determined by the end user.

Application Abreviews Notes

Small Molecule Fluorescent
Optical Detection

Use at an assay dependent concentration.

Fluorescent Cell Imaging Use at an assay dependent concentration.

Receptor Localization Use at an assay dependent concentration.
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Small Molecule Fluorescent Optical Detection -

Clobenpropit Fluorescent ligand (Red) (ab118649)

To determine the apparent KD for ab118649, cells were treated

with varying concentrations of histamine alone, or in the presence of

1 µM ab118649, and the cyclic-AMP induced expression of SPAP

measured. The apparent KD was calculated from the rightward shift

of the agonist response curve in the presence of ab118649,

compared to the response curve for the agonist alone. Antagonist –

log KD values for H1= 6.55, H2 =5.71, H3 = 7.09

Please note:  All products are "FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY. NOT FOR USE IN DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES, NOT FOR USE IN HUMANS"

Our Abpromise to you: Quality guaranteed and expert technical support

Replacement or refund for products not performing as stated on the datasheet

Valid for 12 months from date of delivery

Response to your inquiry within 24 hours

We provide support in Chinese, English, French, German, Japanese and Spanish

Extensive multi-media technical resources to help you

We investigate all quality concerns to ensure our products perform to the highest standards

If the product does not perform as described on this datasheet, we will offer a refund or replacement. For full details of the Abpromise,
please visit https://www.abcam.com/abpromise or contact our technical team.

Terms and conditions

Guarantee only valid for products bought direct from Abcam or one of our authorized distributors

Abcam biochemicals are novel compounds and we have not tested their biological activity in house. Please use the literature to
identify how to use these products effectively. If you require further assistance please contact the scientific support team
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